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Most of you who are regular visitors to Oakwell must have come across the distinctive
works of art produced by long-time Friend of Oakwell, Terry O’Shea.
For as long as any of us can remember, Terry has painted countless views of Oakwell,
Red House and other local historical buildings - all in his own unique style and usually
with a trademark balloon somewhere in the painting!
In summer 2010 Terry painted his interpretation of the fishing scene above the Great
Hall fireplace.
Long since obscured by years of grime, no doubt as a result of hanging above the
fireplace in the Great Hall before the house was donated to the Council, the view has been
brought to life in Terry’s version.
Once completed, Terry kindly donated his painting to us here at Oakwell and it was
accepted on our behalf by local councillor and Friend of Oakwell Hall, Liz Smaje. You
will currently find it in the Buttery, which also houses the small Bronte exhibition. So the
next time you are in the Hall and struggling to see what is going on in the 17th century
fishing
scene
above the Hall
fireplace,
hopefully a visit
to the Buttery
will help unravel
the mystery.
Co-ordinator for Yorkshire
and Humberside Dr Haris Livas-Dawes

Councillor Liz Smaje accepts Terry’s painting on behalf of Oakwell
Photo - Eric Brown
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In the Spring issue of the Bafm newsletter, Chairman Geoffrey Williams,
outlines the importance that Friends’ groups will have as spending
reductions and job losses put extra stresses on our museums and galleries and
feels that partnerships between Friends and professional colleagues will be key
to the future health of the cultural sector.
Congratulations to Sheringham Museum and their very active Friends group
who, with help from the Heritage Lottery Fund, now have a new home complete
with an impressive viewing tower perched above the North Sea which gives
wonderful views of the surrounding area.
Many congratulations also to Bafm Vice President Dr Elizabeth
Mackenzie, who has been awarded the MBE for her services to
museums.
February 2011 - All reasonable care is taken to avoid infringement of copyright
Prepared,edited and produced by: Lesley Hudson; co-editor: Nigel Hudson.
Published and printed by Friends of Oakwell Hall and Country Park
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Di Priestley’s

In the
Do you dream of a perfect house designed and constructed for you
alone?
For the 17th Century Cavendish
family this was a real possibility.
Charles Cavendish, youngest son
of Bess of Hardwick meant to be a
builder like his mother and started on a
house at Kirby in Ashfield. Not a hard
task you would think with no planning
department and no building regulations
to consider but his influential and very hostile neighbours, the Stanhopes, made life
so difficult that he eventually abandoned the idea and bought land at Slingsby in North
Yorkshire. The year was 1595.
Robert Smythson, architect of Hardwick, drew up plans and may even have started
to build foundations. It was, however, the younger son of Charles (also named
Charles) - and who despite being a dwarf fought in the battle of Marston Moor in 1644
- who really began to build here in the 1620s. He employed John Smythson, Robert’s
son as his architect.
The site, surrounded by a partly dry moat, was formerly occupied by a fortified
manor house founded by the de Mowbrays. A plan survives marked ‘for Slingsby’
which bears a close resemblance to another more detailed plan. Both have central
courtyards and are quite symmetrical with corner rooms sporting large bay windows.
A new feature providing more privacy than at Hardwick was an eight food wide service
corridor. The stonework was of the best quality and the window frames, partly
surviving, resemble those at Hardwick. A carved frieze runs above the first storey.
The lowest floor of cellars, kitchens and stores with considerable vaulting is still
partly visible and it is thought that the towers at the corners might have risen above
the level of the roof - as at Hardwick. No plan survives of the upper floors. Was there
a Long Gallery or perhaps Staterooms and walks on the roof? We shall never know
- the house was never finished. Marc Girouard believes there was to be a gatehouse
and a ‘garden room’ - perhaps the first ever planned. The old idea of a screens
passage still dominated the hall and the stairs would have occupied one of the corner
areas with the huge bays.
It was in April 2008 that we found it - my daughter braved the trees, ivy and brambles
which now block the site. In the quiet, the sudden screeches of disturbed pheasants
made the place feel quite eerie. Charles died in 1653 and no one ever came to break
the spell and give life to the house. Only visitors like us. In the field beside the house
are a few swings - our granddaughter, oblivious of the hand of time, put me to use
pushing her on one of them.

by Roger Knights

Now let me see - where was I? Ah yes - last issue I admitted to being a member of
the Armley Palace Cinema Saturday matinee set (The Tanner Rushers) during my
childhood and this bought back another flood of happy memories of those carefree
times.
The serial at our local cinema was usually Flash Gordon and, of course, we just had
to see every episode but whilst discussing the weekend events at school we made an
interesting discovery - Flash Gordon was also shown at other cinemas - The
Gainsborough in Holbeck was a week in front of the Palace and the Clifton in Bramley
was a week behind. So, by travelling to foreign parts you could either catch up or jump
the gun and find out what happened to Flash.
Too good an opportunity to miss wasn’t it? Besides which, the others had a different
feature, the Gainsborough usually showed Old Mother Riley or the Three Stooges
whilst the Clifton (a bit posh, this one) would have a documentary or some mildly
educational film.
One particular week it really did seem that Flash was finally doomed. He was well
and truly cornered by Ming’s baddies with no sign whatsoever of Prince Barin. On
the way home we decided there was only one thing for it - we had to make a trip to the
Gainsborough to see the
next episode.
Now we had to make
careful plans for our trip
into the unknown although Holbeck lay on
our borders it was foreign
territory,
full
of
mysterious streets and
unknown tribes. We were
somewhat reassured when
Richard informed us that
Former Palace Cinema at Armley - shown after conversion to
his grandmother lived
The New Western Bingo Hall.
there, so it couldn’t be too The Palace opened as an 800 seater cinema in August 1912 and closed
52 years later in August 1964
bad could it? But how to

get there? This was certainly a mighty challenge for our young imaginations.
Train? We could get on at Armley High Level (long gone!) and get off at Holbeck
the next stop but what happened if the train failed to stop and we were whisked away
to London? Or if it did stop who
would rescue us if we got lost in the
tunnels under the station? (Talavera
Street - it’s still there!) Much too
risky.
Tram? The 16 ran from Hill Top
down Tong Road and along
Wellington Road. If we got off at
the Gas Works (Armley Gyratory
now!) we could walk from there.
The fare was only two and a half
pennies and it was always fun to
travel on a tram - rattling and
swaying this way and that and you
never knew who you would see out
shopping with their mother - always
Former Armley High Level with Talavera Street
good for a tease on Monday
running underneath
mornings…
The Bus? Ah this was perhaps the solution - the 46 started from Bramley Town end
tram sheds and ran through Armley to Belle Isle via Holbeck - so it started near the
Clifton, passed reasonably close to the Palace and went right past the doors of the
Gainsborough. The fare of tuppance settled the matter - the bus it was.
The 46 used to run at 10 minutes to and 20 minutes after the hour (times etched on
my memory from school runs) and since the show started at 2 pm we would have to
set off earlier than usual. More complications - we just hoped that the mums would
accommodate early lunches. It seemed to our young minds that our adventure was
rapidly becoming a major undertaking - an expedition similar to those we saw on film
or read about at school.
So came the great day…
We made our way up to the bus stop, speculating what would happen if the bus was
late or didn’t turn up (we needn’t have bothered of course - in those days buses ran as
advertised). Sure enough at the appointed time around the corner came the Green LCT
46 bus - and with it our first set back. You see in those days upstairs was for smokers
with downstairs for non smokers and as we were grown up we wanted to go upstairs
didn’t we? The conductor decided otherwise though and ordered us all to sit downstairs
with the mums and girls - and warned us to behave ourselves on pain of being put off
the bus…they didn’t take prisoners in those days did they? To emphasise that best
behaviour was necessary on his bus, as we passed Armley Jail the conductor
announced in a loud voice “That’s where all the bad’uns end up”.

So on we went, down Bruce Street and into Wellington Road - now on the fringes
of foreign parts.
The conductor soon announced the the next stop was ours so we quietly made our
way to the back of the bus and at last we were there.
The very first thing we noticed was the length of the queue. Quite worrying this
since the “Gainy”, a converted chapel, was quite small. What would we do if our
journey had been in vain because we couldn’t get in? We needn’t have worried - the
manager carefully counted us in, albeit with the warning that any misdemeanours
would be reported to everyone from the King downwards and would result in instant
expulsion (nothing strange there then!)
In comparison to our vast Palace, this cinema certainly seemed small - I suppose
it would now be classed as cosy - and what’s more we couldn’t just sit anywhere we were all made to fill up the rows - how demeaning! We had to sit near girls.....
Anyhow the auditorium soon filled and the lights slowly dimmed to the usual
cheers. We waited with bated breath to see what had happened to Flash…only to
find him no longer a prisoner but earnestly in search of Zarkov and Dale. How had
he escaped? Who had let him out? What had happened? This was not what we
had travelled to foreign parts to see.
However, our hero was OK and
that’s all that mattered.
The main feature was
a Three Stooges film
and we howled with
glee at the antics of
Shemp (later replaced
by Curly), Moe and
Larry (come to think of it,
I still do!), so it was far from a
wasted journey.
The show ended, the lights went up but there was no
The Three Stooges
Left to Right
stampede for the doors here. Rows were let out in order,
Moe, Curly & Larry
strictly one at a time.
We debated just what might have happened to Flash
as we made our way to the bus stop and we hadn’t long to wait before the faithful
46 hove into view - together with our friendly conductor. We boarded quietly and
made to go downstairs, when - joy of joys - he announced that since we could all
behave we could go upstairs with the grown ups! Not only that, we found the front
two seats were empty - we felt like kings!
All too soon we arrived at Hall Lane, back once more in familiar territory - the
end of our great adventure. A perfect day - apart from one thing. JUST WHAT HAD
HAPPENED TO FLASH ??
I still don’t know…we never did manage to see that missing episode.

by
Sandra Strachen

As a novice
Amazonian traveller, my initial
impression as I approached the River
Dolphin Lodge on the Panacocha
Lagoon in the Ecuadorian Amazon,
was one of almost impossible beauty.
It was only the gentle bow wave
of the boat disturbing the surface of the
water in front of us that made it
possible to distinguish between what
was real and what was the reflection of
the forest in the mirror like surface of
the black water lagoon. The effect was
simultaneously disconcerting and yet

incredibly serene. Tinged with the
excitement and awe created by this
exotic and spectacular sight was just a
little apprehension at what lay in wait
for me in the seemingly impenetrable
wall of forest and dark water on all
sides.
The Lodge was to be my home
for the next 5 days. It had been my
ambition to visit this place ever since I
had been told about it by Randy Smith,
a friend I had met on a previous trip to
the Amazon. Randy is an author,
conservationist and sometime guide in
the Amazon. He is heavily involved in

the efforts being made to conserve this
unique area against the pressures
being placed on it by the interests of
mineral extraction, logging and the
needs of the local indigenous
population. When Randy told me that
he would be in Ecuador for three
months this summer, the opportunity to
visit the lagoon with him seemed too
good an opportunity to miss.

there was an occasional flash of colour
as a bird darted between the trees. But
other more elusive creatures also live
here, including river dolphins, giant
river otters, jaguars, puma, and several
species of monkey. These were all on
the list that I most wanted to see - I was
less eager to encounter the numerous
reptiles, insects and aquatic life which
lay hidden in the dark waters of the lake

Reptile
Picture - Sandra Strachan

Panacocha Lagoon
Picture - Sandra Strachan

From reading about the area I
knew there was incredible biodiversity,
with exotic species of both flora and
fauna. The flora was all around us and
the variety of vegetation was quite
breathtaking, particularly the giant
Ceibo trees which dominate the
canopy.
Some of the birds, insects and
amphibians had already made their
presence known with their calls and

and its network of rivers and swamps.
From previous wildlife watching
holidays I knew that there was a big
difference between knowing that an
animal is present in an area and
actually seeing it. So it was with a lot
of hope but little expectation, that I set
out each morning behind the native
Kechwa Indian guide to discover just
what the forest would show us.

Any anxiety that I had felt about blood tree, the sap of which is used as
the dangers of the Amazon soon an antiseptic; a plant with leaves
melted away and I was completely won tasting of garlic; a liana with sap that
over by the sheer beauty and can be used as deodorant; the vine that
enchantment of the forest which can be used to make poison for blow
invades and overwhelms every sense. pipe darts; leaves that are used by the
After only a few minutes I realised that shamen to cleanse auras and the vine
what I had initially perceived as uniform that can be used to make Ayahuasca
greenery actually consists of an (a vision inducing drink). My personal
immense subtlety of shades of green, favourite and a great surprise was the
twig from the King Solomon tree
punctuated by spikes of colour
which when cut open
provided by vivid flowers
contained tiny ants. I
and fungi. Every so
was invited to eat the
often a shaft of
ants by licking
sunlight forces
them out - being
its
way
keen not to let
through the
the side down
canopy to
I did so.
provide
Surprisingly
pools
of
enough they
dappled
tasted
of
light where
lemon and
butterflies
were
really
flit amongst
quite nice. The
the beams.
only down side
In addition to
was that the tip of
the
visual
my
tongue went
display during
Sloth
numb
for about half
the day there was
Picture - Sandra Strachan
an hour afterwards, but I
a chorus of insects,
would definitely recommend
frogs and birds, whose
individual calls each occupy a unique them as a tasty snack - but maybe not
place in the sound range and at dusk for the squeamish!
Our introduction to the plant life
the nightshift takes over and the air is
filled with the calls of yet more frogs, was fascinating, and enlightening, but
insects, birds and their night time the animal life was even better. During
our time there we had close encounters
predators.
During our walks our guides with lots of animals. For me the
showed us various plants and trees in highlights were spotting pink river
the forest and explained their traditional dolphins, giant river otters, two types
uses. These included the dragons’ of sloth and howler monkeys. We were

also mobbed by coatimundies, had
close encounters with capuchin and
squirrel monkeys, two types of snake,
tree frogs, and geckos. We also saw
lots of birds and of course far too many
insects and beetles to mention.
It was amazing that with just this
rudimentary introduction to what
appeared to be a hostile and chaotic
place, it became clear that it was, in
fact, vibrant, fascinating, totally
enchanting and to a practiced eye, able
to supply all the basic needs a human
may have.
It is, however, a sad and
unfortunate truth that places such as
this are under increasing threat from
the needs of the developing economy
in Ecuador. Oil lies beneath the forest
floor and illegal logging and trade in
illegal bush meat tempt the local
population to over-exploit the forest to
supplement their incomes.
Oil
companies already operate just a few
miles away laying pipelines beneath

the mile wide Napo River and one can’t
help but wonder how long the lagoon
and its surroundings will be safe.
Fortunately there are people who work
tirelessly with the Government, the oil
companies and local community
organisations to protect the area. I was
particularly impressed by the pragmatic
and imaginative approach taken by
these environmentalists whose key aim
is to ensure that this haven of pristine
flooded forest continues to exist to be
appreciated by and inspire all those
lucky enough to have the opportunity
to visit.
I arrived at the lagoon with mixed
feelings
of
excitement
and
apprehension; I departed with an
intense feeling of regret that I didn’t
have more time to spend getting to
know this place.
I am also left with a huge
determination to visit again when and
if the opportunity arises.

Birds seen
Black vulture
Black orapendola
Blue headed parrot
Nightbirds
Greater anni bird
Great kiskadee
Hoatzin
Violaceaus jay
Long tailed potoo
Antbirds (lots of)
Blue crowned trogon
Green kingfisher
Many banded aricari
Pale-vented pigeon
White throated toucan
Yellow tufted woodpecker
Crimson crested woodpecker
Yellow rumped caciques
Rufus kingfisher
Flycatchers (lots of)
Russet backed orapendola

Animals seen
Red tailed boa constrictor
Coral snake
coatamundi
Squirrel monkey
Red howler monkey
Capuchin Monkey
Amazonian red squirrel
Pink river dolphin
Giant river otter
Two toed sloth
Three toed sloth
Amazonian dragon
Cayman
Tapir

Turning
by Lesley Hudson

on the quiet -

not a chance....

Though I’d rather hoped that the what to expect but what a good day out it
milestone of my 60th birthday last year proved to be. I’m no fan of horse racing
would pass without too much fuss, my and apart from a ‘bet’ with my dad on
family decided it was an occasion to Grand National day, had never before put
celebrate and I had not one but two money on a horse. It’s impossible though
not to be drawn into the enthusiastic
weekends of wonderful surprises.
On the first weekend, our eldest son, atmosphere and we all found ourselves at
Neil and daughter-in-law, Katie, arranged the rails urging on our chosen horses.
for me to go horse riding. Now I was a There were 7 races that day and I was
keen horse person in my younger days but presented with a £5 bet for each race. I
it was all of 45 years since I’d been in the managed to pick a couple of winners saddle. As I had no forewarning (though more by luck than judgement - and though
thankfully advised to start the day in jeans I didn’t finish the day completely devoid
or trousers) I didn’t have cause to be of funds, I don’t think it’s the way I’ll
nervous but on arrival at the riding school, make my fortune.
On the Sunday I was taken out for
when I realised what was afoot, I’ll admit
to a feeling of apprehension. Once in the ‘afternoon tea’ at Mill Farm Tea Rooms,
saddle though, I felt quite at ease and the South Milford. This place is a step back
fears drained away. It’s a bit like riding in time with it’s dainty, crust free
that bike - you might be a bit wobbly sandwiches and sumptuous, delicate cakes.
initially but you don’t forget. Admittedly, The nursery adjacent to the tea rooms,
my first attempts at trotting wouldn’t have which specialises in hardy perennials and
won any prizes but I soon slipped into the shrubs is well worth a visit even without
rhythm and the hour passed all too quickly. the afternoon tea. There are no pretty
displays - just strong,
As if that wasn’t enough
healthy, very competitively
excitement for a new bus pass
priced plants. If you do fancy
holder, we then made our way
a weekend afternoon tea, it’s
to Thirsk for my first ever race
best to reserve a table - it’s a
meeting.
very popular place. More
Family
and
friends
information to be found at
gathered in the Family
www.millfarmteagardens.co.uk
Enclosure, secured a pitch and
The only downside to
from various bags my
the weekend was that our
wonderful mum, bless her,
youngest son and family
produced a feast for all of us,
worthy of any eating Me on Willow - shown against weren’t able to attend my better judgement !
establishment. I hadn’t a clue

Mike, who’s in the RAF was,
unfortunately, on duty.
Little did I know that he and his wife
also had a wonderful surprise in store. It’s
amazing how family can pull the wool over
your eyes - I was under the impression that
the following weekend Nige and I were
going to Marham to look after the
grandchildren so Mike and his wife could
have a few days to themselves (Mike had
recently returned from a tour of duty in
Afghanistan).
When we passed our usual turn-off for
RAF Marham and no sensible answers
were forthcoming to my queries as to why,
Nige suffered a bit of a tongue-lashing to
say the least but he did eventually spill the
beans that Mike and Rachel had booked a
chalet for us all at Caister-on-Sea. As we
don’t see Mike and family as often as we’d
like because of the distances involved, a
whole weekend with them was a bonus.

On arrival at the holiday park there
was no mistaking our chalet - it was
festooned with banners and 60s balloons.
No keeping your age quiet here Les!
We had two wonderful days playing
with the grandchildren and had visits to a
sea-life centre and to nearby Great
Yarmouth and also to a lovely family farm
park where we were all able to interact with
a whole variety of animals.
So turning 60 (the new 40, don’t
forget!) was quite an event after all and my
family certainly made sure I’d have happy
memories - they are ones that I’ll always
treasure.
Now this leads on to the next article.
On our way back to the chalet we passed
through the quaint little village of Eye
where we spied a most unusual wavy wall.
None of us had ever seen one like this
before,
which prompted some
research...........

Does anyone know what type of wall this
is?
You may be more familiar with the terms
Serpentine Wall or Ribbon Wall - whatever they are certainly attractive and eye catching.
I’m surprised there aren’t more of them about.
Most remaining examples in England are
in Suffolk and East Anglia, though there are
others dotted around the country.
Usually built of brick, a crinkle-crankle
wall curves back and forth, or zigzags,
regularly along its length. These walls are
commonly found in gardens of the
Netherlands (where they are known as a

slange muur—snaking wall) and it is thought that the Dutch engineers who came to
drain the fens and other watery parts in the 18th and early 19th centuries were largely
responsible for their construction.
The design has the structural advantage that a great length of wall may be built
without the need for piers or buttresses and although only one brick thick, because of
the shape, it is a very strong and durable construction.
These walls were often used around kitchen and fruit gardens as the concavities
were thought to provide protection, especially for the earliest flowering kinds of trees,
like pears. However, it is also claimed by some that the shape of the walls causes
buffets of wind which may, in fact, damage the plants.
I suppose the lucky owners of crinkle-crankle walls will know the answer to that
one.
There are numerous examples in Suffolk notable ones at Eye and Bramfield but probably the
nearest to us are those at Neston, Wirral and at
Hopton Hall, Derbyshire.
This wall was built to celebrate the Millennium
and is the first wall of its type to be built in
Northamptonshire and probably the first built in
England for 150 years.
Approximately 60,000 hand made bricks were
used and the work was carried out by master
builders from the Heritage Trust.
How would you like to be in charge of
trimming this?
An amazing crinkle-crankle hedge at
Audley End, Saffron Walden.

OAKWELL FEVER HOSPITAL
by Alan Hodgson

For over eighty years until the late
1980s, the Oakwell Joint Hospital for
infectious diseases (so-called as it was
built as a joint-venture involving the
Birstall, Drighlington and Birkenshaw
medical boards) stood in isolation
along Owler Lane, about a mile northeast of Oakwell Hall and from which it
seemingly
took
its
name.
Accompanied by a separate smallpox
unit, its fascinating story is rooted in
the various ‘fevers’ that were rife
during the Victorian era, especially
amongst the working classes. Back
then, poor sanitation and overcrowded
housing gave rise to diseases such as
scarlet fever, diphtheria and even
typhoid but most feared of all was the
dreaded smallpox with its up to one-inthree fatality rate. Although it had been
around for decades and annual
outbreaks were not unusual, there
were still few facilities to deal with it.
During the 1880s patients were
sent to the Bradford Fever Hospital
(built in 1871 at Penny Oaks, off Leeds
Road) but it had already been
suggested that Birstall, Gomersal and
Birkenshaw join forces to build
themselves a more local isolation unit.
However, despite a government health
inspector’s advice, nothing was done.
In the summer of 1891 a typhoid
outbreak in Birstall then led to further
urgings for action, whilst in December
that year a case of smallpox forced the
closure of the Robin Hood beer house

in Union Street. Then, in February
1892, the British Medical Journal
ominously reported that smallpox was
spreading across the West Riding and
that in and around the Batley area it
was reaching epidemic proportions.
Local authorities had long tried to
isolate smallpox patients by placing
them in the ‘infectious wards’ of
workhouses but this doubtful practice
was now halted when the Local
Government Board peremptorily
forbade the Dewsbury Union, who
controlled workhouses in this part of
Yorkshire, from doing so. It was a
move that forced local authorities to
discuss pooling resources in order to
provide a new isolation facility. Batley,
Birstall, Gomersal, Heckmondwike,
Liversedge, Mirfield, Soothill Upper
and Thornhill agreed to co-operate,
whilst Ravensthorpe and Morley each
decided to go it alone and build their
own. Birkenshaw for now opted to rely
on using their neighbours’ hospitals, a
risky strategy should these already be
full.
In the meantime Batley took the
lead by building a temporary
Sanatorium in fields off Upper Batley
Low Lane at Howden Clough. It
consisted of two large wooden
buildings (similar to that pictured over)
and a smaller one for staff. Not
surprisingly it was unpopular with
nearby residents and there were
complaints that patients were openly

nearby residents and there were
complaints that patients were openly
leaving the hospital to meet with
friends and relations and had even
been seen drinking in the nearby White
Horse Inn!
Luckily the 1892 epidemic
subsided but it would be December
1896 before the Oakwell Joint Hospital
Board held their first meeting with a
view to a more permanent solution.
As the scheme slowly evolved,
neighbouring
Gomersal
and
Gildersome also joined in, and in 1898
plans were laid to build a new fever
isolation hospital on high ground north
of Birstall at Fox Hall farmstead, Owler
Lane. Situated away from housing, it
would have eight beds for typhoid and
18 more for scarlet fever patients.
Smallpox, however, could still not be
treated there as sufferers from this
virulent disease had to be kept apart.
There was a further delay before the
old farm was demolished in 1902 but
in December 1903 the new Oakwell

Joint Hospital finally opened at a cost
of £11,300. Standing at the end of the
lane on which the famed scientist
Joseph Priestly had been born, its first
matron was Miss Annie Newbould who
was to remain in charge for some 28
years.
Whilst it was being built the Batley
board had erected a temporary
smallpox hospital in a large field near
the top of Smithies Moor Lane, White
Lee and July 1904 saw the first
patients placed there. An OS map of
the time details an oblong perimeter
wall, lined with trees, containing two
large and five smaller buildings. Over
at Owler Lane and set apart from the
main Oakwell hospital itself, two fourbed smallpox wards were then erected
in 1905 behind a high red-brick wall.
It stood directly across from where
Dark Lane (today reduced to a
pathway at this point) joined Owler
Lane and some remains of its roadside
wall and gateway may still be seen.
This new smallpox unit was quickly put
to use as another
outbreak
spread
throughout the district.
When the crisis
was over, Batley joined
forces with the Oakwell
Joint Hospital Board
and closed its Howden
Clough sanatorium (the
former site now lies
beneath
modern
housing). In 1909 the
main wooden building
from White Lee was
then relocated to Owler

Lane and over the next two years the
Smithies Moor Lane hospital was
wound down completely. Today the
site contains a football pitch although
sections of surrounding sandstone
walls and its impressive semi-circular
entrance gate still stand. In 1913
further extensions were then added to
the Oakwell Hospital to provide an
impressive facility with 60 beds, an
isolation unit and accommodation for
some 20 staff. After another smallpox
outbreak that same year, increasing
vaccination thankfully kept it at bay for
some time although the Oakwell unit
remained on constant stand-by.
During the 1930s outbreaks of
scarlet fever and diphtheria were the
main concern, with 1936/37 being
particularly busy as over 200 cases
were admitted.
A year later £1,300 was then
spent on a new brick-built smallpox
block which replaced the old wooden
structures. At last, with the creation of
the NHS, the Oakwell Joint Hospital
Board ceased to function in 1948 with
the Leeds Regional Hospital Board
taking over control. The Owler Lane
hospital was subsequently turned into
a 90-bed geriatric facility. Fever
patients would now be sent to
Dewsbury General Hospital but in the
Spring of 1953 an unexpected
smallpox outbreak in Todmorden saw
the Dewsbury unit overwhelmed. The
Oakwell geriatric hospital was thus
quickly evacuated with 31 smallpox
sufferers taking their place and six
people died there before the crisis was
over. When the rest were eventually

discharged the unit was disinfected
and the elderly patients returned.
The last emergency was to occur
in January 1962 when a similar
scenario unfolded following an
outbreak amongst Asian immigrants in
Bradford. Once again the Owler Lane
geriatrics were moved out as the 12
identified smallpox sufferers were
isolated there. Sadly, six of them were
to die before the all-clear was given in
mid-February. The 24-strong staff,
who were themselves voluntarily
‘locked in’ for the duration of the
emergency,
were
praised
in
Parliament by local MP Dr Alfred
Broughton and the following January
matron Miss Joan Norwood was
awarded the MBE. Thankfully this was
to be the final occasion that the
smallpox unit on Owler Lane would be
used in earnest.
In December 1979, after years of
dedicated work, the World Health
Organisation was to certify that
smallpox had finally been eradicated
globally. It remains one of medicine’s
greatest triumphs and the Oakwell
Hospital
smallpox
unit
was
subsequently demolished. Just down
the road the main hospital continued
in use until July 1988 when it was
closed for economic reasons. At the
time it boasted four separate wards,
employed over 100 nursing and
domestic staff and cared for 75
patients. With its demolition went a
slice of local history and its footprint
now lies beneath modern industrial
and warehouse units on the edge of
the Junction 27 retail complex.

